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TPS Strategy 2018-21 was developed after wide consultation with staff, service 
users, and other stakeholders. Over the previous 3 years colleagues across the 
organisation have helped to achieve many of its strategic objectives.

In June-July 2020, we asked staff to share their experiences and feelings of 
working during the crisis phase of the Covid-19 pandemic. This formed the 
Insights Report which highlighted 4 key themes: 

our values, drivers, vision and mission remain the same

because people matter

compassion integrityrespect inclusion

innovation relevance sustainability quality

a Scotland where everyone has a safe place to call home, a support network of 
positive relationships and the chance to fill their time with meaningful and enjoyable 
activity.

• supporting people facing the most complex and challenging situations. 
• Our ‘people-centred’ ethos places the people we support first in our thinking 

and ensures that our staff convert their passion into great services.
• Delivering improvement in Scotland’s social care sector through high quality 

services, leadership, and innovation.

VISION

MISSION

read on for more detail or scroll straight to the end to give your thoughts



e n g a g i n g  t h e  p e o p l e  w e  s u p p o r t

• listens to the people who have accessed our services.
• values their opinions, thoughts and ideas, reflecting on them and

acting on them to improve the way we work.
• involves people at all levels of the organisation in a way that is

meaningful and productive for them and us.

a  c u l t u r e  o f  c i t i z e n s h i p

• the actions we will take to facilitate people’s citizenship will
be reflected in their support plans.
• service plans have actions in place to support citizenship,

leading directly to greater community engagement and
participation by those we support.
• all TPS policies will actively reflect our commitment to

citizenship.

o u r  s t a f f

• our colleagues are at the heart of what we do and key to
ensuring TPS continues to deliver outstanding care and support.
•we continuously highlight and promote the opportunities for

personal, professional growth and development available all
across the organisation.
•we have embraced digital infrastructure to connect with our

colleagues across Scotland and share knowledge and ideas.
• the principles of ‘Fair Work’ are at the core of our relationship

with our colleagues.
•we highlight inequality and workforce development issues at a

national level.

our people

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation which: So that:

• Quality of service provision is improved by listening to people’s
experiences.
• People supported by TPS will benefit from opportunities for

personal development and learning new skills.
• People who use Turning Point Scotland will be more influential.

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation where: So that:

• all staff have a working knowledge of the core elements of the
citizenship approach.
• all staff will have had the opportunity to attend a citizenship

workshop.
• people who access services are familiar with the citizenship

approach.

• colleagues experience a wider range of qualitative and reflective
feedback as part of their professional development.
•we manage performance, and develop leadership capabilities, through

empowering our people.
•we actively engage and consult our colleagues through enhanced and

more effective ways of communicating across TPS.
•we value the positive impact of equality and diversity across society

and model our approach to this throughout our TPS community.
•we actively advocate for better terms and conditions, while

establishing TPS as a credible, capable and forward looking stakeholder
in Scottish Social Care.

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation where: So that:

through

by developing

by



w h o l e  s y s t e m  s o c i a l  c a r e

• works inclusively with citizens regardless of the care group they are assigned
• recognises the adverse childhood experiences of many people who access our

services and ensures staff have access to training opportunities within PIE
• busts silos, with Heads of Service collaborating across our areas of work
• measures the impact of the quality of relationships between staff and service

users, not just outcomes.

r e v i e w i n g  o u r  m o d e l s  o f  c a r e

• Interventions and practices are informed through evidence of ‘what works.’
• Service users have even greater personalised services directly informed by

the lived expertise of people who have used and are using services.
• Dynamic responses to infection control provide increased safety to staff

and service users.
• we have seen a growth in forensic and alcohol and other drug services,

and are viewed as sector leaders in these areas.
• we are better able to measure prevention in our homelessness and justice

services. As well as measuring the quality of relationship across all of our
service provision

d i g i t a l

• our services are enhanced and TPS is established as a credible, capable and
forward looking stakeholder in Scottish Social Care.
• staff experience a better working life as we use digital solutions to simplify

tasks and cut down on unnecessary travel and administrative burden.
• we improve the communication within the company by using digital

solutions.
• better use of time allows greater job satisfaction, service enhancements,

quality improvements and future development.

organisational development

by

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation which: So we can:
• better measure prevention in our homelessness and justice services
• actively participate in shaping the National Care agenda
• have a trauma-informed approach in all services, which is more sensitive

to the needs of individuals who use our services
• create a sense of belonging and regular exchange of ideas through greater

joined-up working across the whole of TPS

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation where: So that:
• we respond to new ways of delivering services including greater blending of support

across care croups
• people who use our learning disability services have greater flexibility and choice

around how their day is structured and planned
• citizens navigating multiple complex structures are empowered to view themselves

outwith stigmatising labels
• infection control is a key principle in service delivery
• individuals with lived and living experience have a greater opportunity to be part of

the audit process, contributing directly to continuous improvement of services.

• we have learned much about the use of ‘digital’ in social care during the Covid-19
pandemic.
• we have strengthened our digital infrastructure to allow more agile ways of

working we give staff training and time to learn, reflect and share experiences.
• highlighting inequality and the impact of digital exclusion and

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation where: So that:

through

by developing

f i n a n c i a l  g o v e r n a n c ethrough sound

• the Board are confident in their role in monitoring the financial governance
of the company.
• all funding/expenditure issues are highlighted to the Exec team at an early

stage so action plans are put in place until the issues are resolved.
• staff are clear in their role and responsibilities on financial matters allowing

them to make decisions and know when and to whom to escalate decision
making to.

• all financial transactions and dealings are transparent and monitored at an
appropriate level
• the Board has a clear line of sight for all income and expenditure
• all managers are aware of their financial responsibilities and know when to highlight

any issues
• all staff are aware of their level of authority in relation to financial matters

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation where: So that:



s t a k e h o l d e r  e n g a g e m e n t

• has a structured approach to identifying, tracking and recording
engagement with stakeholders at a service and organisational level
• has clear lines of sight from managers at all levels to identified

stakeholders so staff understand their role in engaging stakeholders and
can share this information
• is perceived as a sector leader by stakeholders who have a clear

understanding of our strengths
• uses stakeholder engagement to inform, influence and shape decision-

making and routinely uses information from stakeholders to shape our
approach to business development proposals.

p o l i c y

• the Exec Team receive twice-yearly policy updates which are made
available to all staff as a resource.
• we have a Policy Action Plan that sets out our priority issues for the

year ahead which will provide the flexibility to adapt and respond to
opportunities while maintaining our commitment to our priority areas.
• we have an agreed Position Statement on each priority area that we

identify, setting out clearly what we want to say on the issue and why.

q u a l i t y

• greater levels of service user involvement as quality assessors in our
quality assurance processes, providing enhanced and more rounded
input to what we report on.
• opportunities for valued roles among the people we support in line

with our overall approach to citizenship.
• collective reporting of different audit activity across individual

services, improving service analysis and enabling us to target
additional support where needed.
• an audit framework statement which enables consistency of

understanding on the roles and responsibilities of this function
across TPS.

through

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation which: So we can:
• evidence our approach to stakeholder engagement as a result of

developing new and effective systems for identifying, tracking and
recording engagement with stakeholders at both a service and an
organisational level
• make business development decisions based on sound information

and intelligence from our stakeholders
• evidence stakeholder decisions which have been informed,

influenced or shaped as a result of our stakeholder engagement.

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation which: So that:
• is actively and visibly engaged in the public discourse and influences the

policy agenda
• operates from a clear and agreed policy action plan informed by the

voices, ideas, and experience of the people we support and front line
staff
• uses the data and evidence we gather in a set of position statements.

• has a clear set of quality assurance and audit process that include staff
and service users in their development and implementation.
• are seen by those involved with them as adding value to what we do.
• recruits and trains people we support, or have supported, to undertake

qualitative interviews in our services through the Quality Assessors
Programme.
• ensures managers are able to easily see the whole picture emerging

across their services from different audit activities.
• ensures managers are briefed on, and receive support to work through,

significant changes to regulatory frameworks that impact on the quality of
care and support so they can focus on service delivery.

Turning Point Scotland will be an organisation which: So we have:

by engaging with

with continued focus on

External Engagement


